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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE WESTERN SECTION OF TENNESSEE

WESTERN DIVISION

DERRICK ALLEN individually and in his
capacity as the Conservator of ELIZABETH ) Case No.
ALLEN, CHERILYN STEWART
individually and in her capacity as the
Executrix of the Estate of ELIZABETH
ALLEN, STELLA YOUNG individually
and MARY DOTSON individually,

PLAINTIFFS,

v.

WILKES & McHUGH,.P.A., a Florida
professional association

	

) JURY TRIAL DEMANDED

DEFENDANT.

TO THE HONORABLE DISTRICT COURT JUDGE:

I.

NATURE OF THE ACTION

1.

	

This lawsuit is brought under (i) the Tennessee Consumer Protection Act

(hereinafter referred to as the "TCPA") of 1977, as amended, TENN. CODE ANN. §§ 47-18-101 to

47-18-125, (ii) the Tennessee Medical Malpractice Act, TENN. CODE ANN. § 29-26-120, and (iii)

Tennessee common law to remedy Defendant's unlawful contracting for and collection of
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excessive legal fees in connection with the cap set forth in the Tennessee Medical Malpractice

Act, TENN. CODE ANN. § 29-26-120. Among other forms of relief, Plaintiffs seek compensatory

damages, and punitive or treble damages (whichever is determined to be higher by the trier of

fact) based upon Defendant's intentional, reckless and/or willful misconduct as well as

reasonable attorney's fees under the TCPA.

2.

	

Plaintiffs named herein were not included in the recently settled class action

known as Debbie Howard and Lora L. Newson, on behalf of themselves and all similarly

situated persons v. Wilkes & McHugh, P.A., James L. Wilkes, II and Timothy C. McHugh, Case

No 2:06-cv-02833. As such, Plaintiffs were not identified as members of the proposed

settlement class (see, D.E. 328, Exhibit "A" to the Joint Motion for Preliminary Approval of

Proposed Class), were not involved in any of the 54 nursing home lawsuits that comprised the

settlement class and, thus, were not sent any class notice and had no right to make a claim to any

of the class settlement proceeds. As a result, Plaintiffs have brought this individual lawsuit.

II.

JURISDICTIONANDVENUE

3.	This Court has original subject matter jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 28

U.S.C. § 1332(a)(1). Because Plaintiffs are all citizens of the State of Tennessee and the

Defendant is a citizen of the State of Florida, complete diversity exists between the Plaintiffs and

Defendant. Further, Plaintiffs allege that each of their claims exceed $75,000.00, exclusive of

interests and costs. As a result, this Court has original diversity jurisdiction of this action

pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1332(a)

4.

	

Venue is proper in this judicial district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391(a), (b) and

(c) on the grounds that all or a substantial portion of the acts giving rise to the violations alleged
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herein occurred in this judicial district. Venue is also proper in this judicial district pursuant to

TENN. CODE ANN. § 47-18-109(a)(2) on the grounds that the Defendant transacts business within

Shelby County; Tennessee. See, Netherland v. Hunter, 133 S.W.2d 614 (Tenn. Ct. App.

2003)(TCPA special venue provision supersedes Tennessee's general venue statute such that a

defendant may be sued in the county where he transacts or has transacted business).

5.

	

Pursuant to the TCPA, TENN. CODE ANN. § 47-18-113, a Tennessee consumer

cannot be forced to litigate his or her claims outside the State of Tennessee nor can the law of

another State be applied to such claims. As a result, this action cannot be transferred to a forum

outside the State of Tennessee.

THE PARTIES

6.	Plaintiffs Derrick Allen (hereinafter referred to as "Plaintiff Allen"), Cherilyn

Stewart (hereinafter referred to as "Plaintiff Stewart"), Stella Young (hereinafter referred to as

"Plaintiff Young") and Mart Dotson (hereinafter referred to as "Plaintiff Dotson")(collectively

referred to hereafter as "Plaintiffs") are all individuals residing in Shelby County, Memphis,

Tennessee.

7.

	

Defendant Wilkes & McHugh, P.A (hereinafter referred to as "Defendant" or

"Wilkes & McHugh") is a professional association incorporated under the laws of the State of

Florida, with its principle place of business located at One North Dale Mabry Highway, Suite

800, Tampa , Florida 33609. Service of process may be accomplished on Wilkes & McHugh via

its registered agent Corporation Service Company located at 2908 Poston Avenue, Nashville,

Tennessee 37203.

IV.

3
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FACTUALALLEGATIONS

A. Summary of Allegations

8.	Employing a lawyer staff of over forty -five persons in eight different states,

Defendant Wilkes & McHugh touts itself to the public as a law firm recognized across the nation

as trial attorney "pioneers" who specialize in prosecuting nursing home neglect cases for the

families of elderly patients who have suffered significant personal injury and/or death as the

result of the rendition of improper and/or inadequate medical care. Boasting over $200 million

in courtroom verdicts, Defendant's website advertises over three dozen "notable" multi-million

dollar jury verdicts obtained by them in courts outside of Tennessee against nursing homes for

"neglect by nursing home staff resulting in . . . pressure sores, infections, dehydration,

malnutrition, and death." See, Defendant's Worldwide Website at

www.wilkesmchugh.com/florida-nursing-home-neglect/.

9.

	

In an effort to capitalize on its past success suing nursing homes in other states,

Defendant began a television advertising campaign in Tennessee, targeting Tennessee nursing

home medical providers and claiming that Defendant had the skill and know how to properly

represent nursing home patients and their families in Tennessee for nursing home neglect. From

that time until the present, Defendant Wilkes & McHugh has secured hundreds of clients whose

loved ones have died or were significantly injured as the alleged result of nursing homes'

improper and/or inadequate medical care.

10.

	

As described more fully below, Defendant has filed and prosecuted a lawsuit in

Tennessee State court asserting a claim arising under the Tennessee Medical Malpractice Act on

behalf of Plaintiff Allen, as it has done for hundreds of clients in Tennessee. In Plaintiff Allen's

complaint, Defendant asserted factual allegations that his mother suffered from multiple

pressures sores, multiple infections, dehydration, medical error and/or malnutrition proximately

4
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caused by certain nursing homes' deviation from the acceptable standards of care. The

allegations arose directly under the Tennessee Medical Malpractice Act.

11. Defendant garnered substantial contingency legal fees from Plaintiffs through an

unlawful scheme in which it contracted to receive a contingency fee of 40% of the gross

settlement paid by medical malpractice defendants. These contingency fees are in direct

violation of the contingency fee cap set forth in the Tennessee Medical Malpractice Act, which

limits contingency fees to 33 1/3 % of any recovery.

12. Because Defendant's contingency fees clearly violate the Tennessee Medical

Malpractice Act, it may appear that Defendant's imposition and collection of these statutorily

prohibited and excessive fees is merely the product of over eager, marketeering out-of-state

attorneys who have rushed into Tennessee courts without first apprising themselves of Tennessee

law. However, Defendant became aware that its contingency fee charges were unlawful but

nevertheless continued to contract for and receive these excessive and/or illegal fees, while

simultaneously failing to disclose to its clients that its fees were prohibited by law.

13. Plaintiffs seek to redress Defendant's wrongful and improper charging of legal

fees in excess of the Medical Malpractice contingency fee cap. These charges were unlawful,

unfair and/or deceptive and in direct violation of Tennessee law.

B.

	

The Tennessee Medical Malpractice Act applies to actions against nursing homes
where the plaintiff's complaint asserts a claim arising under the Tennessee Medical
Malpractice Act relating to the nursing home's care and treatment of the patient.

14. In 1975, the Tennessee Legislature enacted the Tennessee Medical Malpractice

Review Board and Claims Act of 1975 (hereinafter referred to as the "Medical Malpractice Act"

or the "Act") in order to contain the cost of medical malpractice litigation and benefit the general

welfare of Tennessee citizens. See, Harrison v. Schrader, 569 S.W.2d 822, 826 (Tenn.1978).

The Medical Malpractice Act established a Medical Review Board to review medical complaints
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and to render rulings as to whether certain alleged conduct deviated from the acceptable standard

of medical care and treatment. See TENN. CODE ANN. §§ 29-26-101— 114 (Repealed 1985).

15.

	

The Act also contained a number of restrictive measures, including a statute of

repose, requirements as to expert testimony, and a limitation on attorney's fees. Id.

16.	The Medical Malpractice Act further provided that its scope included actions

asserted against nursing homes. Specifically, the Act stated that the term "health care provider"

"includes, but is not limited to, physicians,. . .registered nurses, physicians' assistants,

chiropractors, physical therapists, ... emergency medical technicians, hospitals, nursing homes

and extended care facilities...." See, TENN. CODE ANN. §§ 29-26-102(4)(emphasis added).

17.

	

The Act defined a medical malpractice action as follows: "`Medical malpractice

action' means an action for damages for personal injury or death as a result of any medical

malpractice by a health care provider, whether based upon tort or contract law. The term shall

not include anyiaction for damages as a result of negligence of a health care provider when

medical care by such provider is not involved in such action...." See TENN. CODE ANN. §§ 29-

26-102(6).

18.

	

In 1985 the Tennessee Legislature decided to abolish the Medical Malpractice

Review Board by repealing a number of the sections of the Medical Malpractice Act, while

leaving in place the statute of limitations and certain other parts of the act not dealing with the

Board. See Acts of 1985, Chapter 184, Section 4, and TENN. CODE ANN. §§ 29-26-115 -120.

19. In particular, the Legislature retained that portion of the Medical Malpractice Act

which requires any claimant's attorney who has entered into a contingency fee contract with his

client to obtain a court determination as to the exact amount of said fee based upon her time and

effort and the complexity of the case and limits said fee to no more than 33 1/3 % of all amounts

6
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provided to the client. See, TENN. CODE ANN. § 29-26-120.

20.

	

Although the definitions of "healthcare provider" and "medical malpractice

action" were repealed in 1985, Tennessee Courts have relied upon these former definitions in

order to construe the applicability of the Medical Malpractice Act and its remaining portions that

were not repealed. See, Estate of Doe v. Vanderbilt, 824 F.Supp.2d 746, 748 (M.D. Tenn.

1993)("The repealed sections [of the Medical Malpractice Act] must be looked to for definitions

and understanding of those unrepealed sections"), citing, Burris v. Hospital Corp. of America,

773 S.W.2d 932, 934 (Tenn.App.1989).

21.

	

Under Tennessee law, when the gravamen of a plaintiff's complaint sounds in

medical malpractice, the provisions of the Medical Malpractice Act apply to that lawsuit,

regardless of the label a plaintiff uses to characterize her cause of action. Whether the gravamen

of the complaint sounds in medical malpractice is a legal question for the court. However, as

alleged below, because Defendant's assert formal medical malpractice claims in Plaintiff Allen's

Complaint lawsuits against nursing homes, such an analysis of the gravamen of complaint is

unnecessary in this case.

22.

	

Both before and after the 1985 revisions to the Medical Malpractice Act,

Tennessee courts have consistently ruled that a plaintiff who has sustained an injury that relates

to or bears upon the rendition of medical treatment (or lack thereof) must comply with the

requirements of the Medical Malpractice Act. This is true even in those cases where the

plaintiff's injury, is incidental to the "medical treatment." See, Tucker v. Metro. Gov . of Nashville

and Davidson County, 687 S.W.2d 87 (Tenn. Ct. App. 1984)(where catatonic patient was placed

on cot in emergency room for observation, awoke from cot, fled emergency room and was hit by

car an hour and,a half later, plaintiff's action sounded in medical malpractice, requiring plaintiff

7
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to provide expert proof that hospital deviated from standard of care by failing to restrain patient

on cot); Murphy v. Schwartz, 739 S.W.2d 777 (Tenn. Ct. App. 1985)(allegation that physician

and hospital failed to properly prevent patient from falling from cot sounded in medical

malpractice and required expert medical proof since standard of care did not come within the

"common knowledge exception"); Lewis v. Hill, 770 S.W.2d 751 (Tenn. Ct. App. 1989)(where

x-ray technician failed to use restraints available on x-ray table and patient was injured when she

fell from table, plaintiff's allegations sounded in medical malpractice, requiring expert proof);

Wilson v. H. C.A Southern Hills Medical Center, No. 01A01-9211-CV-00460, 1993 WL 177155

(Tenn. Ct. App. May 26, 1993)(in action where patient claimed emotional injury as the result of

hospital providing her with birth card entitled "It's a Boy!" following her still birth delivery,

action sounded in medical malpractice); Grainger v. Methodist Hosp. Healthcare Systems, Inc.,

No. 02A01-9309-CV-00201,1994 WL 496781 (Tenn. Ct. App. Sept. 9, 1994)(where patient

alleged that hospital was negligent in failing to assist her from alighting from examination table,

allowing her to fall and break wrist, action sounded in medical malpractice, thus requiring her to

obtain expert proof); Seavers v. Methodist Medical Center of Oak Ridge, 9 S.W.3d 86 (TENN.

1999)(applying,Medical Malpractice Act to patient's allegations that nurses caused nerve

damage to her right arm by failing to properly pad her elbow or to prevent it from prolonged

contact with hard surface); McBee v. H. C.A. Health Services of Tennessee, Inc., No. M2000-

00271-COA-R3-CV, 2000 WL 1533000 at *3 (TENN. CT. APP. Oct. 18, 2000)(plaintiffs
allegations that nurse failed to properly assist her when ambulating her after surgery sounded in

medical malpractice, and, therefore, required expert proof, noting "[m]ost actions against health

care providers, whether they sound in tort or contract, fall within the coverage of the medical

malpractice statutes"); Cooksey v. HCA Healthcare Services of Tennessee, Inc, No. M2001-

8
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00303-COA-R3-CV., 2001 WL 1328539 (Tenn. Ct. App. Oct. 30, 2001)(allegation that two

nurses attempted to move patient in her bed with excessive force, injuring her shoulder, sounded

in medical malpractice and, thus, required expert proof as to deviation from the standard of care);

Campbell v. Blount Memorial Hosp. No. E2001-00717-COA-R3-CV., 2000 WL 1381259 (Tenn.

Ct. App. Nov. 8, 2001)(allegations that nurse failed to place bed rails up thus allowing

disoriented patient to fall sounded in medical malpractice, thus requiring expert proof); Age v.

HCA Health Services, of Tennessee, Inc., No. M2001-01286-COA-R3-CV, 2002 WL 1255531

(Tenn. Ct. App. June 7, 2002)(in action for (1) battery, (2) breach of contract for services, (3)

negligence per se and (4) corporate negligence, plaintiff's allegations that nurses fractured her

arm when moving her onto CT table sounded in medical malpractice; failure to refute

defendant's affidavits with expert proof that defendant breached the standard of medical care

warranted summary judgment as to all of plaintiff's claims); Howard v. Kindred Nursing Centers

Limited Partnership, No. W2005-02360-COA-R3-CV, 2006 WL 2316466 (Tenn. Ct. App. Aug.

2, 2006)(in action against nursing home where plaintiff's complaint alleged "failure to properly

provide accurate and complete nursing assessments for the Decedent; failure to properly develop

and implement an individual nursing plan for the Decedent; failure to prevent the Decedent from

becoming dehydrated; failure to prevent the Decedent from developing pressure ulcers; failure to

treat those ulcers; failure to supervise the nursing staff assigned to care for the Decedent; failure

to evaluate the Decedent's response to nursing care; and failure to record and report to physicians

the signs and symptoms of changes in the Decedent's physical condition" all sounded in medical

malpractice and, thus, plaintiff's claims were not filed timely under the Medical Malpractice

Act).

23.

	

Thus, under Tennessee jurisprudence, where the plaintiffs complaint asserts a

9
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Medical Malpractice Act claim against a nursing home for its alleged neglectful care proximately

causing pressure sores, infections, malnutrition, dehydration, and/or contractures leading to death

or injury, the Medical Malpractice Act clearly applies. Indeed, recent Tennessee authority has

ruled that the Tennessee Medical Malpractice Act is the only claim that may be brought against a

nursing home when the care or treatment of the nursing home patient is at issue. See, e.g. Conley

v. Lifecare Centers of America, Inc., No. M2004-00270-COA-R3-CV, 2007 WL 34828 (Tenn.

Ct. App. Jan. 4,j 2007)(dismissing non-medical malpractice claims asserted under the Tennessee

Adult Protection Act and negligence per se for violations of federal nursing home regulations

and holding that deceased nursing home patient's allegations that nursing home failed to

properly protect her from violent attack by fellow nursing home patient were exclusively

controlled by Tennessee's Medical Malpractice Act).

24.

	

In fact, even if a Medical Malpractice Act cause of action is not asserted in the

plaintiff's complaint, allegations that a nursing home's neglectful care proximately caused its

patient to suffer pressure sores, infections, malnutrition, dehydration, and/or contractures leading

to death or injury are nevertheless governed by the Medical Malpractice Act because these

allegations "sound" in medical malpractice).

25.

	

However, regardless of whether a plaintiff may maintain allegedly "separate"

non-medical malpractice claims against a nursing home in an action which also asserts claims for

violation of the Medical Malpractice Act, it is clear that when a Medical Malpractice Act "claim"

is settled (or a monetary award is granted by judgment), a plaintiffs attorney must comply with

the fee cap provision if the Medical Malpractice Act. In Newton v. Cox, 878 S.W.2d 105, 108-

110 (Tenn. 1994) the Tennessee Supreme Court specifically addressed the scope of TENN. CODE

Arta. § 29-26-120 and held that the statute applies to all medical malpractice claims regardless of

10
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whether settlement occurs in the absence of a lawsuit and, thus, regardless of the existence of

other potential legal claims: "[The term] `claim,' however it is clearly a broader term

encompassing a cause before litigation is filed as well as after. The guiding principle of statutory

construction is to give affect to the legislative intent. Considering the plain language of the

statute without any forced or subtle construction which would extend or limit its meaning, and

the amendment the to statute inserting a more comprehensive term, we conclude that the

Legislature intended for the statue to apply to all malpractice claims, including settlements

before and after litigation as filed" (emphasis added).

D.

	

Defendant intentionally and/or recklessly impose contingency fees in excess of the
Medical Malpractice Act fee cap upon Plaintiffs.

26. In or about 2004, Plaintiff Allen contacted Wilkes & McHugh, seeking possible

legal representation in connection with the injuries that his mother, Elizabeth Allen, had

sustained from the improper care provided by a nursing home.

27. In May 2004, Plaintiffs Allen and Stewart signed Defendant's contingency fee

Contract. The Contract provided that Plaintiffs Allen and Stewart agreed to retain and employ

Wilkes & McHugh to represent it "in my claim for damages ... resulting from care or treatment

to Elizabeth Allen" and to pay to Wilkes & McHugh 40% of any gross recovery (before

expenses) and 4=5% of any gross recovery obtained after a notice of appeal is filed or "post-

judgment relief or action is required for recovery on the judgment."

28. Thereafter, on July 16, 2004, Defendant filed a Complaint in Shelby County

Circuit Court styled as Derrick Allen, as power of attorney of Elizabeth Allen, an incapacitated

person v. Allenbrooke Nursing and Rehabilitation Center, LLC, Cause No. CT-004116-04

(hereinafter referred to as the "Allen Lawsuit"). Later, in December 2004, Plaintiff Allen was

appointed as Elizabeth Allen's Conservator by the Shelby County Probate Court.

11
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29.	In September 2005, Defendant filed a Second Amended Complaint on Plaintiff

Allen's behalf. (A true and correct copy of the Second Amended Complaint is attached hereto as

Exhibit No. 1). The Second Amended asserted that the nursing home defendants had cause

plaintiff to sustain "a) Pressure Ulcers; b) Malnutrition; c) Dehyradtion; d) Weight Loss; e)

Infections; f) Medication errors; g) Unnecessary medical treatments; h) PEG tube; i)

Unnecessary physical suffering and mental anguish; and j) Below the knee amputation of her

right leg." Id. at pp. 5-6 at ¶ 23.

30.

	

Furthermore, the Second Amended Complaint asserted a claim under the

Tennessee Medical Malpractice Act against all defendants, which was entitled "Negligence

Pursuant to the Tennessee Medical Malpractice Act, TENN. CODE ANN. § 29-26-120 et seq." Id.

at pp. 10 & 19. In connection with this medical malpractice claim, the Second Amended

Complaint alleged:

Beverly Defendants failed to a duty to residents, including
Elizabeth Allen, to render care and services as a
reasonably prudent and similarly situated nursing home
would render, including but not limited to rendering care
and service in a safe and beneficial manner.

Beverly Defendants failed to meet the standard of care and
violated their duty of care to Elizabeth Allen through
mistreatment, abuse and neglect. The medical negligence
of Defendants includes, but is not limited to, the following
acts and omissions:

a) Failure to provide and ensure adequate nursing
care plans, including necessary revisions, based
on the needs of Elizabeth Allen;

b) Failure to implement and ensure that an
adequate nursing care plan for Elizabeth Allen
was followed by nursing personnel;

c) Failure to provide adequate therapy and
exercise for Elizabeth Allen;

12
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d) Failure to provide timely medical intervention
for Elizabeth Allen;

e) Failure to provide Elizabeth Allen with
adequate and appropriate observation and
examination for skin breakdown so as to timely
and adequately intervene to prevent the
worsening of pressure sores which led to
below-the-knee amputation on her right leg;

Failure to provide care, treatment and
medication to Elizabeth Allen in accordance
with physician's orders;

Failure to properly and timely notify Elizabeth
Allen's attending physician of significant
changes in Elizabeth Allen's physical
condition;

h) Failure to adequately assess, monitor and treat
Elizabeth Allen for signs and symptoms of
infection

i) Failure to adequately and appropriately
monitor Elizabeth Allen and recognize
significant changes in her health status;

J) Failure to provide treatment for persistent,
unresolved problems relating to the care and
physical condition of Elizabeth Allen, resulting
in her unnecessary pain, agony and suffering;

k) Failure to ensure that Elizabeth Allen received
adequate assessment of her nutritional needs;

1) Failure to provide timely and adequate nursing
intervention to alleviate pain and suffering
endured by Elizabeth Allen;

m) Failure to transfer Elizabeth Allen to a hospital
when she developed symptoms, conditions, and
illnesses beyond treatment capabilities of the
nursing home.

f)

g)

13
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Id. at p. 10-11 at Is 38-41; see also, pp 19-20 at Is 74-77.

31.

	

Because the Allen Lawsuit asserted a claim under the Medical Malpractice Act,

Defendant was required to comply with all provisions of the Medical Malpractice Act.

32.

	

Nowhere in its Contract with Plaintiffs did Defendant disclose that its

contingency fees must be limited to no more than 33 % % of any recovery in actions involving

the Medical Malpractice Act. Nor did the Contract disclose that, under the Medical Malpractice

Act, Wilkes & McHugh would be required to seek the trial court's determination of the actual

percentage amount of its contingency fee before said fee would be charged against any gross

recovery.

33.

	

To the contrary, in a bold effort to circumvent the Medical Malpractice Act fee

cap, Wilkes & McHugh's Contracts provided that if the trial court awarded an attorney's fee, it

would contractually be entitled to the awarded fee or the contingency fee, whichever is greater.

As a result, Defendant took affirmative steps to ensure that they would be contractually entitled

to fees in excess of the fee cap even if the trial court were somehow informed of the applicability

of the Medical Malpractice Act and consequently held the required hearing and awarded

Defendant a contingency fee for less than the amount called for in its fee Contract.

34.

	

Defendant never filed a fee Petition to have any court determine the percentage or

amount of fees that they intended to charge and did charge to Plaintiff as required by TENN.

CODE ANN. § 29-26-120.

35.

	

Defendant intentionally and/or recklessly chose not to seek a judicial

determination of its contingency fee charged to Plaintiffs pursuant to TENN. CODE ANN. § 29-26-

120 in order reap fees in excess of the Medical Malpractice fee cap.

14
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36.

	

TENN. CODE ANN. § 29-26-120 is constitutional in nature, applies to pre-litigation

claims and post-litigation claims that are settled (and not merely lawsuits which result in a jury

or bench award), and provides a private right of action to any party who as been damaged by a

fee in violation of its provisions. See, Newton v. Cox, 878 S.W.2d 105, 108-110 (Tenn. 1994)

37.

	

TENN. CODE ANN. § 29-26-120 further requires the plaintiffs attorney under a

contingency fee arrangement to obtain a judicial determination of his or contingency fee, which

cannot under any circumstances exceed 33 %. See, Lee v. State Volunteer Mut. Ins. Co., Inc.,

No. E2002-03127-COA-R3-CV, 2005 WL 123492 at *3 (Jan. 21, 2005)(" TENN. CODE ANN. §

29-26-120 [ ] requires the trial court to determine the amount of attorneys' fees to be awarded in

contingency fee medical malpractice cases, irrespective of the provisions of an attorney-client

contract, and sets the maximum possible attorneys' fees award at one-third of the total damages

awarded to the client"); see also, Shogrue v. St. Marys Medical Center, Inc., 152 S.W.2d 577

(Tenn. Ct. App. 2004)(same).

38.

	

In 2006, Defendant negotiated a settlement with the nursing homes sued in the

Allen Lawsuit. In connection with the settlement, Plaintiff Allen signed release agreements and

signed Defendant's "Settlement Statement" which set forth the attorney's fees and alleged

expenses to be deducted from the gross settlement amount. Wilkes & McHugh deducted and

received 40% of the gross settlement to be paid to Plaintiff Allen, as Conservator of Elizabeth

Allen.

39. Following the settlement in the Allen lawsuit, Elizabeth Allen died and the net

settlement proceeds were disbursed to Plaintiffs Allen, Stewart, Young and Dotson pursuant to

intestate succession. Furthermore, following the death of Elizabeth Allen, Plaintiff Stewart was

appointed as the Executrix of the Estate of Elizabeth Allen. Plaintiffs Allen and Stewart bring

15
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this action in their individual capacities as parties that have been harmed by Defendant's

unlawful conduct, in their individual capacties as parties the Defendant's unlawful contingency

fee Contract and in their capacities as Conservator for Elizabeth Allen and Executrix of the

Estate of Elizabeth Allen, respectively. Plaintiffs Young and Dotson bring this action in their

individual capacities as parties who have also been harmed by Defendant's unlawful conduct.

40. The monetary damages to the Plaintiffs are not simply the amount of fees that

were charged in excess of the Medical Malpractice Act fee cap. To the contrary, under

Tennessee jurisprudence, when — as in this case — a legal fee is illegal or excessive, the attorneys

who have charged the illegal or excessive fee are not entitled to quantum meriut but, instead,

must disgorge the entire legal fee. See, White v. McBride, 937 S.W.2d 796, 803 (Tenn.

1996)(holding that where fee is illegal or clearly excessive, attorney was not entitled to any fee,

stating "[t]o permit an attorney to fall back on the theory of quantum meruit when he

unsuccessfully fails to collect a clearly excessive fee does absolutely nothing to promote ethical

behavior. On the contrary, this interpretation would encourage attorneys to enter exorbitant fee

contracts, secure that the safety net of quantum meruit is there in case of a subsequent fall"). As a

result, Defendant must disgorge the entire fee charged in the Allen Lawsuit.

E.

	

Defendant ignores warnings from local Tennessee attorneys that its contingency fees
violate the Medical Malpractice Act.

41. Well prior to the time Defendant represented the Plaintiffs named herein,

Defendant was directly informed that it could not charge contingency fees in excess of fee cap

set forth under the Medical Malpractice Act. Memphis attorneys have specifically informed

Wilkes & McHLigh that (i) a claim for personal injuries against a nursing home that arises out of

the care and treatment provided by the nursing home is governed by the Medical Malpractice Act

and its fee cap, (ii) that efforts to charge a fee in excess of one-third are unlawful and excessive

16
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and (iii) that a fee charged in violation of the Medical Malpractice Act will require disgorgement

of the entire contingency fee charged, pursuant to White v. McBride, 937 S.W.2d 796 (Tenn.

1996).

	

42.

	

Nevertheless, Wilkes & McHugh has ignored these warnings and, instead,

continued to contract for and impose these excessive and unlawful contingency fees.

V.

CAUSES OF ACTION.

COUNT 1 —VIOLATION OF THE TENNESSEE MEDICAL MALPRACTICE ACT,
PURSUANT TO TENN. CODE ANN. § 29-26-120

43.	Plaintiffs incorporate all allegations of fact in all preceding paragraphs as if fully

set forth in this Count.

44.

	

Pursuant Newton v. Cox, 878 S.W.2d 105 (Tenn. 1994), TENN. CODE ANN. § 29-

26-120 applies to any matter or case in which a medical malpractice claim is settled, regardless

of whether the settlement occurs before or after litigation is commenced, and regardless of

whether a case involves more than a claim for medical malpractice. In connection with the

settlement of a case involving a medical malpractice claim, TENN. CODE ANN. § 29-26-120 also

prohibits the plaintiff attorney from charging and collecting in excess of 33%% of all damages or

the gross settlement dollars paid to the plaintiff. Lastly, TENN. CODE ANN. § 29-26-120 provides

a private right of action to any person who has been harmed by an attorney's failure to comply

with the fee cap.

45.

	

Defendant drafted and entered into a contingency fee agreement with Plaintiffs

was subject to the Medical Malpractice Act fee cap.
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46.

	

With respect to Plaintiffs, Defendant Wilkes & McHugh violated TENN. CODE

ANN. § 29-26-120 by: (i) proposing to enter into and entering into contingency fee agreements

with Plaintiffs which called for a contingency fee of 40% of the gross recovery received by the

Plaintiffs, (ii) charging and collecting a contingency fee in excess of 33% % of the gross

recovery received by Plaintiffs, and (iii) failing to request that the trial court determine and limit

the amount of its contingency fees to one-third as required by TENN. CODE ANN. § 29-26-120.

i
47.

	

As a result of the above described violations of TENN. CODE ANN. § 29-26-120,

Defendant has proximately caused injury and damage to Plaintiffs.

COUNT::2 — VIOLATIONS OF TCPA, TENN. CODE ANN § 47-18-104(a) and (b)

48.

	

Plaintiffs incorporate all allegations of fact in all preceding paragraphs as if fully

set forth in this Count.

49.

	

Plaintiffs are "consumers" as defined by the TCPA, TENN. CODE ANN. § 47-18-

103(2).

50.

	

Defendant Wilkes & McHugh constitutes a "person" as defined by the TCPA,

TENN. CODE ArrN. § 47-18-103(9).

51.

	

Pursuant to the TCPA, TENN. CODE ANN. § 47-18-109(a)(1), Plaintiffs are entitled

to bring a private action for Defendant's violation of the TCPA because, among other things,

they have suffered an ascertainable loss of money, namely the payment of unlawful and

excessive contingency legal fees in violation of the Medical Malpractice Act.

52.

	

Defendant's charging and collection of the above described unlawful and

excessive contingency fees (and the entry into unlawful contingency fee contracts as described

above) constitutes an unfair or deceptive practice which affects trade or commerce within

Tennessee in violation of the TCPA, TENN. CODE ANN. § 47-18-104(a) and/or (b).
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53.

	

In addition to the unfair or deceptive act of contracting for, charging and

collecting unlawful contingency fees, Defendant also violated the TCPA by failing to disclose to

Plaintiffs that (I) Wilkes & McHugh was required to obtain the trial court's determination of the

exact amount of the contingency fee to which Wilkes & McHugh should be granted based upon

Defendant's time and effort and the complexity of the case, (2) that they had a statutory right to

limit Wilkes & McHugh's contingency fee to 33 1/3 % and to request the trial court to award

Wilkes & McHugh even less than 33 % % pursuant to TENN. CODE ANN. § 29-26-120, and (3)

that its contingency fees were unlawful.

54.

	

Defendant's conduct described in the preceding paragraphs was not isolated or

unique to Plaintiffs, but was widespread, affecting hundreds of Tennessee consumers, and was a

regular and intended business practice of Defendant, instituted and implemented with a view

towards unfairly or deceptively profiting at the expense of their clients. Because Defendant

failed to disclose its unfair or deceptive acts and practices when they had a duty to do so,

Defendant have. fraudulently concealed Plaintiffs' causes of action, including their claims arising

under the TCPA. As a result, the TCPA's five (5) year statute of reposed and the common law

claims asserted below were all tolled. See, French v. First Union Securities, Inc., 209 F.Supp.2d

818, 825-26 (M.D.Tenn. 2002)(noting that stockbroker's failure to disclose material facts as

required by fiduciary relationship could act as fraudulent concealment, and, thus, the TCPA's

statute of repose is tolled by fraudulent concealment)

55.

	

As a result of the above described unfair or deceptive acts or practices, all of

which affect the conduct of trade and commerce in Tennessee, Defendant has violated the TCPA,

TENN. CODE ANN § 47-18-104(a) and/or (b), and the Plaintiff have thereby suffered

ascertainable losses, the exact amount of which is presently unknown, but which is capable of
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being liquidated.

56. As a result of Defendant's violations of the TCPA, Defendant is liable to Plaintiff

for all actual damages, including but not limited to, the full return of all contingency fees charged

and collected, and pre judgment and post- judgment interest.

57.

	

Plaintiffs further request their reasonable attorneys' fees and costs, pursuant to the

TCPA, TENN. CODE ANN. § 47-18-109(e)(1). In addition, to the extent that Defendant's

violations were; intentional (as opposed to merely negligent), the actual damages to Plaintiffs

should be trebled pursuant to the TCPA, TENN. CODE ANN. § 47-18-109(a)(3), or alternatively,

under Tennessee common law, Defendant should be assessed punitive damages, whichever is

determined to be greater by the trier or fact

COUNT 3 - PUNITIVE DAMAGES

58.	Plaintiffs incorporate all allegations of fact in all preceding paragraphs as if fully

set forth in this Count.

59.

	

Defendant acted intentionally and/o recklessly with respect to their wrongful

conduct because it was aware, but consciously disregarded, the substantial and unjustifiable harm

that it would cause to Plaintiffs for contracting for, charging and collecting unlawful contingency

fees. As a result, Defendant's actions and omissions constituted a reckless and/or gross deviation

from the standard of care that an ordinary person would exercise under the circumstances.

60.

	

Because of Defendant's wrongful conduct, punitive damages are warranted in

order to punish Defendant and to deter them from future misconduct.

61.

	

With respect to the applicable factors that may be addressed by the fact finder

when determining punitive damages, Plaintiffs would allege as follows:

(i)

	

Defendant's financial affairs, financial condition and net worth
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range in the multimillions of dollars;

(ii) The nature and reprehensibility of Defendant's wrongdoing is

substantial because Defendant has intentionally abused its fiduciary relationship

with Plaintiffs, who are primarily low income consumers, by contracting for and

charging unlawful contingency fees;

(iii) Defendant was aware of the harm that could and would be caused

to Plaintiffs with respect to it wrongful conduct;

(iv) Defendant's misconduct spanned several years and included

efforts to conceal its misconduct by failing to disclose that its fees were unlawful

and not determined by a trial court as required under the Medical Malpractice

Act;

(v) In order to recover their losses, Plaintiffs will incur substantial

costs;

(vi) Defendant profited significantly from the unlawful contingency

fees, and a significant punitive award is the only method to deter future similar

misconduct.

62.

	

Based upon the above allegations and factors, Plaintiffs would respectfully

request entry of a punitive award in an amount to be determined by the trier of fact.
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COUNT 4 — DECLARATORY, TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT INJUNCTIVE
RELIEF PURSUANT TO TCPA, TENN. CODE ANN. § 47-18-109(b)

63.	Plaintiffs incorporate all allegations of fact in all preceding paragraphs as if fully

set forth in this Count.

64.

	

Pursuant to TENN. CODE ANN. § 47-18-109(b) of the TCPA, Plaintiffs a request a

declaration that the unfair or deceptive acts and practices with respect to the contacting for,

charging and collection of unlawful contingency fees by Defendant are in violation of the

TCPA. Specifically, Plaintiffs request a Temporary Injunction and a Permanent Injunction to

enjoin Defendant from (1) charging contingency fees in excess of the Medical Malpractice fee

cap when prosecuting lawsuits for violations of the Medical Malpractice Act, (2) failing to seek

the trial court's determination as to the exact amount of its contingency fee as required the

Medical Malpractice Act, and (3) further violating the TCPA as described herein.

COUNT 5 — BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY

65.	Plaintiffs incorporate all allegations of fact in all preceding paragraphs as if fully

set forth in this Count.

66.

	

As attorneys specializing in nursing home medical malpractice actions, Defendant

held themselves out to the named Plaintiffs as legal professionals with the requisite expertise,

superior skills and know-how with respect to the prosecution of these cases. As such, Defendant

owed Plaintiffs a fiduciary duty to act at all times in their best interests and to exercise that

degree of care, prudence, circumspection and foresight in connection with the prosecution and

settlement of these medical malpractice nursing home cases for the benefit of Plaintiffs.

67. This duty included Defendant's obligation to contract for, charge and collect only

those contingency fees which are lawful and reasonable under the Medical Malpractice Act when

suing a nursing home for medical malpractice. This duty also included the duty to obtain a trial
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court's determination of the exact amount of its attorney's fees, which, in any event, could not to

exceed 33'/3% of the total settlement amount. Defendant, however, breached these duties.

68.

	

Additionally, Defendant owed the duty of disclosure to Plaintiffs. Defendant

breached this duty by failing to disclose to Plaintiffs that (1) Defendant was required to obtain

the trial court's determination of the exact amount of the contingency fee to which Wilkes &

McHugh should be granted based upon Defendant's time and effort and the complexity of the

case, (2) that they had a statutory right to limit Wilkes & McHugh's contingency fee to 33 '/3 %

and to request the trial court to award Wilkes & McHugh even less than 33 % % pursuant to

TENN. CODE ANN. § 29-26-120, and (3) that its contingency fee was unlawful. Moreover,

because Defendant owed a fiduciary duty to Plaintiffs to disclose the fact that its fee was

unlawful but failed to do so, such failure constitutes fraudulent concealment pursuant to

Tennessee jurisprudence. See, Shadrick v. Coker, 963 S.W.2d 726 (Tenn. 1998)("when there is a

confidential or fiduciary relationship between the parties, the `failure to speak where there is a

duty to speak is,the equivalent of some positive act or artifice planned to prevent inquiry or

escape investigation. 'Xcitation omitted).

69.

	

As a direct and proximate result of Defendant's breaches of fiduciary duty,

Plaintiffs have suffered damages.

COUNT 6 — UNJUST ENRICHMENT

70.	Plaintiffs incorporate all allegations of fact in all preceding paragraphs as if fully

set forth in this Count.

71.

	

A benefit conferred upon Defendant by Plaintiffs by the payment of unlawful

contingency fees. Defendant appreciated from such a monetary benefit. However, Defendant's

acceptance and retention of such benefit under such circumstances is inequitable for them to

retain the benefit without payment of the value thereof.
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72. As a result of the unlawful acts and practices described above, Defendant was

unjustly enriched by unlawful contingency fees it collected from Plaintiffs. Defendant has been

unjustly enriched at the expense of Plaintiffs. Plaintiffs are entitled to damages as a result of

Defendant's unjust enrichment, including the disgorgement of all monies taken by Defendant

from Plaintiffs.

COUNT 7 — CONSTRUCTIVE TRUST

73. Plaintiffs incorporate all allegations of fact in all preceding paragraphs as if fully

set forth in this Count.

74. A constructive trust arises contrary to intention and in invituin [against an

unwilling party], against one who, by commission of a wrong, or by any form of unconscionable

conduct, artifice, concealment, or questionable means, or who in any way against equity and

good conscience, either has obtained or holds the legal right to property which he ought not, in

equity and good conscience, hold and enjoy. As a result of the above described wrongful

conduct, Defendant has obtained unlawful contingency fees from Plaintiffs which, in equity and

good conscience, they should not hold and enjoy. Therefore, this Court should establish a

constructive trust from which Plaintiffs may claim funds rightfully belonging to them.

VII.

PRAYERFOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs Derrick Allen, Cherilyn Stewart, Stella Young and Mary

Dotson demand judgment against Defendant Wilkes & McHugh, P.A., on each Count of the

Complaint and pray for the following relief:

1. Issue service of process and serve the Defendant;

2. Empanel a jury to try this matter;
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3.

	

Grant any reasonable request to Amend Plaintiffs' Complaint to conform to the

discovery and evidence obtained in this action;

4.

	

Award each Plaintiff compensatory damages;

5.

	

Award treble damages;

6.

	

Award appropriate punitive damages;

7.

	

Award costs and expenses incurred in this action pursuant to Rule 54 of the

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure;

8.

	

Grant the Plaintiffs' their reasonable attorney's fees and costs incurred in this

litigation pursuant to TCPA, TENN. CODE ANN. § 47-18-109(e)(1);

9.

	

Award pre-and post judgment interest in the amount of 10% per annum pursuant

to TENN. CODE ANN. § 47-14-123 in amount according to proof at trial; and

10.

	

Grant the Plaintiffs such further relief as the Court may deem just

and proper.

Respectfully submitted,

s/ Frank L. Watson, III
Frank L. Watson, III (Term. Bar No. 15073)
William F. Burns (Tenn. Bar No. 17908)
WATSON BURNS, PLLC

11 South Idlewild Street
Memphis, TN 38104
Phone: (901) 578-3528
Fax: (901) 578-2649
Email: fwatsonna,watsonburns.com
Email: bburns(aiwatsonburns.com

Counsel for Plaintiffs
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF TENNESSEE FOR THE THIRTIETH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT AT MEMPHIS, SHELBY COUNTY

Derrick Allen, as power of attorney of

	

)
Elizabeth Allen, an incapacitated person,

	

)
)

Plaintiff,

	

)

	

Cause No. CT-004116-04 Div. 6
)

	

Jury Demanded
v.

	

)
)
)

Allenbrooke Nursing and Rehabilitation Center,

	

)
LLC; Aurora Cares, LLC; DTD HC, LLC; D & N, )
LLC; LKC, LLC; Beverly Enterprises — )
Tennessee, Inc.; Beverly Health and Rehabilitation )
Services, Inc.; and Beverly Enterprises, Inc.

	

)
)

Defendants.

	

)
)

SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT

COMES NOW Derrick Allen, as power of attorney of Elizabeth Allen, and files this

Complaint against Allenbrooke Nursing and Rehabilitation, LLC; Aurora Cares, LLC; DTD THC,

LLC; D & N, LLC; LKC, LLC; Beverly Enterprises ,- Tennessee, Inc.; Beverly Health and

Rehabilitation Services, Inc. and Beverly Enterprises, Inc. and for his cause of action would

show as follows:

PARTIES

1) Upon information and belief, Elizabeth Alien was a resident at Allenbrooke

Nursing and Rehabilitation Center, located in Shelby County, Tennessee from June 16, 2003

through August 7, 2003.

2)

	

At all times during her residency, Ms. Allen was of unsound mind as that term is

used in Tenn. Code Ann, § 28-1-106 (1999).
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3)	Tenn. Code Ann. § 28-1-106 provides for a tolling of the limitations period, and

specifically states as follows:

If a person entitled to commence an action is, at the time the cause of
action accrued, either within the age of eighteen (18) years of age, or 0f
unsound mind, such person, or her representatives and privies, as the
case may be, may commence the action, after the removal of such
disability, within the time of limitation for the particular cause of action,
unless it exceed three (3) years, and in that case within three (3) years
from the removal of such disability. (emphasis added)

4)

	

The foregoing savings statute has tolled the limitations period for Ms. Allen's

claims against the Defendants and, accordingly, all of Ms. Allen's claims are timely filed,

5)

	

Derrick Allen is the son of Elizabeth Allen.

6)

	

Derrick Allen brings this action as the power of attorney of Elizabeth Allen.

7) Allenbrooke Nursing and Rehabilitation Center, LLC is a domestic corporation in

the business of owning, operating, managing, and/or maintaining nursing homes and related

healthcare facilities, including Allenbrooke Nursing and Rehabilitation Center, at certain times

material to this lawsuit. Allenbrooke Nursing and Rehabilitation Center, LLC may he served

with summons through its registered agent for service of process, Corporation Service Company,

2908 Poston Ave., Nashville, Tennessee 37203 or by serving any officer thereof.

8) Upon information and belief, DTD HC, LLC is responsible for maintaining the

finance department, which includes accounts payable, payroll, accounts receivable, general

ledger, and financial statement preparation for Allenbrooke Nursing and Rehabilitation Center.

DTD 1-IC„ LLC's state of incorporation, location and agent for service of process are currently

unknown.

9)

	

Upon information and belief, D & N, LLC is engaged in the daily contact with

facilities and frequent on site visits. D & N, LLC is responsible for providing continuous ovcrsite

2
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regarding the direct care, contract negotiations, purchasing, capitol improvements, employee and

resident safety, and human resources for Allenbrooke Nursing and Rehabilitation Center. T) &

N, LLC's state of incorporation, location and agent for service of process are currently unknown.

10) Upon information and belief, LKC, LLC is responsible for maintaining daily

contact with facilities and frequent on site visits, providing continuous oversite of the facilities'

Executive Directors (administrators), Directors of Nursing, as well as other staff members o f

Allenbrooke Nursing and Rehabilitation Center, LKC, LLC's state of incorporation, location

and agent for service of process are currently unknown.

11) Aurora Cares, LLC is a foreign for-profit limited liability company in the business

of owning, operating, managing, and/or maintaining nursing homes and related healthcare

facilities, including Allenbrooke Nursing and Rehabilitation Center, at certain times material to

this lawsuit. Aurora Cares, LLC may be served with summons through its registered agent for

service of process, Corporation Service Company, 2908 Poston Ave., Nashville, Tennessee

37203 or by serving any officer thereof.

12) Beverly Enterprises — Tennessee, Inc, is a foreign for-profit corporation with its

principal place of business at 1000 Beverly Way, Fort Smith Arkansas 72919-0155. Beverly

Enterprises — Tennessee, The, is a corporation engaged in the for-profit custodial care of elderly

individuals who are chronically infirm, mentally impaired and/or in need of nursing care and

treatment. At certain times material to this action, Beverly Enterprises - Tennessee, Inc.

operated, managed and maintained nursing facilities, including Allenbrooke Nursing and

Rehabilitation Center, LLC. The agent for service of process for Beverly Enterprises —

Tennessee, Inc. is The Corporation Service Company, 2908 Poston Avenue, Nashville,

Tennessee 37203,
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13) Beverly Health and Rehabilitation Services, Inc. is a foreign for-profit corporation

with offices at 1000 Beverly Way, Fort Smith, Arkansas 72919-0155. Beverly Health and

Rehabilitation Services, Inc. is engaged in the custodial care of elderly individuals who are

chronically infirm, mentally impaired and/or in need of nursing care and treatment. At certain

times material to this action, Beverly Health and Rehabilitation Services, Inc. operated, managed

and maintained nursing facilities, including Allenbrooke Nursing and Rehabilitation Center,

LLC. The agent for service of process for Beverly Health and Rehabilitation Services, Inc. is

The Corporation Service Company, 2908 Poston Avenue, Nashville, Tennessee 37203.

14) Beverly Enterprises, Inc. is a foreign for-profit corporation with offices at 1000

Beverly Way, Fort Smith, Arkansas 72919-0155. Beverly Enterprises, Inc. is engaged in the

custodial care of elderly individuals who are chronically infirm, mentally impaired and/or in

need of nursing care and treatment. At certain times material to this action, Beverly Enterprises,

Inc. operated, managed and maintained nursing facilities, including All.enbrooke Nursing and

Rehabilitation Center, LLC. The agent for service of process for Beverly Enterprises, Inc. is The

Corporation Service Company, 2908 Post Avenue, Nashville, Tennessee 37203.

VENUE

15) The injuries made the basis of this lawsuit were a product of the corporate and

financial policies designed, formulated, and implemented by Defendants. Venue for this action

lies in Shelby County, Tennessee.

DEFINITIONS

16)	Whenever the term "Defendants" is utilized within this Complaint, such term

collectively refers to and includes all named Defendants in this lawsuit.
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17) Whenever the term "Beverly Defendants" is utilized within this Complaint, such

term collectively refers to and includes Beverly Enterprises -- Tennessee, Inc., Beverly Health

and Rehabilitation Services, Inc. and Beverly Enterprises, Inc.

18) Whenever the term "Aurora Defendants" is utilized within this Complaint, such

term collectively refers to and includes Allenbrooke Nursing and Rehabilitation Center, LLC;

DTD HC, LLC; D & N, LLC; LKC, LLC and Aurora Cares, LLC.

19) Whenever in this Complaint it is alleged that Defendants did any act or thing or

failed to do any act or thing, it is meant that the officers, agents, or employees of the designated

corporations respectively performed, participated in, or failed to perform such acts or thing while

in the course and scope of their employment or agency relationship with said !Defendants.

FACTS

20) Upon information and belief, Elizabeth Allen was a resident of Allenbrooke

Nursing and Rehabilitation Center, a nursing home located in Memphis, Tennessee, from lune

16, 2003 through August 7, 2003. During Ms. Allen's residency, Allenbrooke Nursing and

Rehabilitation Center changed ownership.

21)

	

Elizabeth Allen was of unsound mind and unable to attend to her affairs

throughout her residency at Allenbrooke Nursing and Rehabilitation Center.

22)

	

At all times mentioned hereto, Ms. Allen suffered from impaired cognitive skills

for daily decision-making and memory problems and was of unsound mind.

23)

	

Upon information and belief, while in the care of Defendants, Elizabeth Allen

suffered injuries and harm, including, but are not limited to, the following:

a) Pressure ulcers;

b) Malnutrition;

5
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c) Dehydration;

d) Weight loss;

e) Infections;

f) Medication errors;

g) Unnecessary medical treatments;

h) PEG tube;

i) Unnecessary physical suffering and mental anguish; and

,j)

	

Below the knee amputation of her right leg.

24)

	

As a result of these injuries, Elizabeth Allen required medical attention and

hospitalization, and her overall health deteriorated.

CAUSES OF ACTION AGAINST BEVERLY DEFENDANTS

NEGLIGENCE

25)	The Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates the allegations in paragraphs 1-24 as if

bully set forth herein.

26)

	

Beverly Defendants owed a duty to their residents, ineluding , Elizabeth Allen, to

provide care, treatment, and services within accepted standards of care of nursing homes,

27) Beverly Defendants owed a duty to their residents, including Elizabeth Allen, to

hire, train, and supervise employees to deliver care and services to residents in a safe and

beneficial manner.

28) Beverly Defendants breached the duty owed to their residents, including Elizabeth

Allen, and were negligent in their care and treatment of Elizabeth Allen, through their acts or

omissions, which include, but are not limited to, the following:

a)

	

Failure to adequately assess, evaluate, and supervise nursing personnel so
as to ensure that Elizabeth Allen received appropriate nursing care, in

6
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accordance with Beverly Defendants' policies and procedures and
corresponding regulations implemented expressly pursuant thereto by the
Tennessee Department of Health and its agents, including the Division of
Health Care Facilities;

Failure to provide Elizabeth Allen with basic and necessary care and
supervision;

c) Failure to protect Elizabeth Allen from abuse and neglect;

d) Failure to treat Elizabeth Allen with kindness and respect;

e) Failure to properly notify the family of Elizabeth Allen of significant
changes in her health status;

Failure to adequately hire, train, supervise and retain a sufficient amount
of competent and qualified registered nurses, licensed vocational nurses,
nurse assistants and other personnel in said facility to assure that Elizabeth
Allen received care, treatment, and services in accordance with State and
Federal law;

Failure of high managerial agents and corporate officers to adequately
hire, train, supervise, and retain the administrator and director of nurses so

as to assure that Elizabeth Allen received care in accordance with the
Beverly Defendants' policy and procedure manual and State and Federal
Jaw;

h) Making false, misleading and deceptive representations as to the quality of
care, treatment and services provided by Beverly Defendants to their
residents, including Elizabeth Allen;

i) The failure to adopt adequate guidelines, policies, and procedures for
documenting, maintaining files, investigating, and responding to any
complaint regarding the quantity of resident care, the quality of patient or
resident care, or misconduct by Beverly Defendants' employees,
irrespective of whether such complaint derived from a state or federal
survey agency, a resident of said facilities, an employee of said facilities
or any interested person;

j)

	

The failure- to increase the number of nursing personnel at Allenbrooke
Nursing and Rehabilitation Center to ensure that Elizabeth Allen:

1. received timely and accurate care assessments;

2, received prescribed treatment, medication, and diet;

3, received necessary supervision; and,

f)

g)

7
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4. received timely nursing and medical intervention due to a significant
change in condition.

k) The failure to provide nursing personnel sufficient in number to provide
proper treatment and assessment to Elizabeth Allen and other residents, to
protect Elizabeth Allen's skin integrity and to prevent the worsening of"
pressure ulcers on her body;

1) The failure to provide nursing personnel sufficient in number to ensure
that Elizabeth Allen attained and maintained her highest level of physical,
mental and psychosocial well being;

m) The failure to provide adequate supervision to the nursing staff so as to
ensure that Elizabeth Allen received adequate and proper medications to
prevent infection, and sufficient nursing observation and examination of
the responses, symptoms, and progress in the physical condition of
Elizabeth Allen;

n) The failure to provide adequate supervision to the nursing staff so as to
ensure that Elizabeth Allen received adequate and proper nutrition, fluids,
therapeutic diet, sanitary care treatments, and skin care to prevent
infection, and sufficient nursing observation and examination of the
responses, symptoms, and progress in the physical condition of Elizabeth
Allen;

o) The failure to provide a nursing staff that was properly staffed, qualified,
and trained;

The failure to maintain medical records on Elizabeth Allen in accordance
with accepted professional standards and practices that are complete,
accurately documented, readily accessible, and systematically organized
with respect to:

1. the diagnosis of Elizabeth Allen;

2. the treatment of Elizabeth Allen; and

3. the assessment and establishment of appropriate care plans of care
and treatment for Elizabeth Allen;

q)

	

The failure by the members of the governing body of the facility to
discharge its legal and lawful obligation by:

1.

	

ensuring that the rules and regulations designed to protect the
health and safety of the residents, such as Elizabeth Allen, as

8
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promulgated by the Tennessee Legislature in the Tennessee
Nursing Home Residents Rights Act, and corresponding
regulations implemented expressly pursuant thereto by the
Tennessee Department of Health and its agents, including the
Division of Health Care Facilities, were consistently complied with
on an ongoing basis.

	

2.

	

ensuring that the resident care policies for the facility were
consistently complied with on an ongoing basis; and,

3, responsibly ensuring that appropriate corrective measures were
implemented to correct problems concerning inadequate resident
care; and,

r)

		

The failure to take reasonable steps to prevent, eliminate, and correct
deficiencies and problems in resident care.

30)

	

The injuries hereinafter described are a direct and proximate result of the acts or

omissions set forth above, singularly or in combination.

31) At all times during Elizabeth Allen's residency with Defendants' facility, she was

a "resident" pursuant to T.C.A. § 68-11-901, et seq., the Tennessee Nursing Home Residents'

Rights Act, and the corresponding regulations implemented expressly pursuant thereto by the

Tennessee Department of Health and its agent, including the Division of Health Care Facilities

(TNHRA), namely the Nursing Home Rules and Regulations § 1200-8-6, et seq. The particular

violations include, but are not limited to, violations of T.C.A. § 68-11-901 (15), (16), (21), and

(24). Accordingly, Elizabeth Allen was a member of the class that TNHRA is intended to

protect.

32) Elizabeth Allen was injured as described herein as a direct result of the acts or

omissions of Beverly Defendants as set forth above, which constitute a violation of TNHRA and

are negligence per se. Accordingly, the injuries suffered by Elizabeth Allen are of the type that

TNHRA was designed to prevent,

9
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33)

	

Plaintiff seeks compensatory and punitive damages in an amount to be determined

by the jury, plus costs and all other relief to which Plaintiff is entitled by law.

GROSS NEGLIGENCE WILLFUL WANTON
RECKLESS, MALICIOUS AND/OR INTENTIONAL CONDUCT

34)	Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates the allegations in paragraphs 1-33 as if Cully

set forth herein.

35) The longevity, scope and severity of Beverly Defendants' failures and actions and

their consciously indifferent actions with regard to the welfare and safety of helpless residents

such as Elizabeth Allen constitute gross negligence, willful, wanton, reckless, malicious and/or

intentional misconduct as such terms are understood in law.

36) Such conduct was undertaken by Beverly Defendants without regard to the health

and safety consequences to those residents, such as Elizabeth Allen, entrusted to their care.

Moreover, such conduct evidences such little regard for their duties of' care, good faith, and

fidelity owed to Elizabeth Allen as to raise a reasonable belief that the acts and omissions set

forth above are the result of conscious indifference to Elizabeth Allen's rights and welfare.

37)

	

Plaintiff seeks compensatory and punitive damages in an amount to be determined

by the jury, plus costs and any other relief to which Plaintiff is entitled by law.

NEGLIGENCE PURSUANT	 TO THE TENNESSEE MEDICAL
MALPRACTICEACT, TENN. CODE ANN. $29- 6-115, ET SE(-^1.

38)	Plaintiff hereby re-alleges and incorporate the allegations in paragraphs 1-37 as if

fully set forth herein,

39) Beverly Defendants owed a duty to residents, including Elizabeth Allen, to render

care and services as a reasonably prudent and similarly situated nursing home would render,

including but not limited to rendering care and services in a safe and beneficial manner.
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40)

	

Beverly Defendants owed a duty to assist all residents, including Elizabeth Allen,

in attaining and maintaining the highest level of physical, mental, and psychosocial well-being.

41) Beverly Defendants failed to meet the standard of care and violated their duty of

care to Elizabeth Allen through mistreatment, abuse and neglect. The medical negligence of.

Beverly Defendants includes, but is not limited to, the following acts and omissions:

a) Failure to provide and ensure adequate nursing care plans, including
necessary revisions, based on the needs of Elizabeth Allen;

b) Failure to implement and ensure that an adequate nursing care plan for
Elizabeth Allen was followed by nursing personnel;

c) Failure to provide adequate therapy and exercise for Elizabeth Allen;

d) Failure to provide timely medical intervention to Elizabeth Allen;

Failure to provide Elizabeth Allen with adequate and appropriate
observation and examination for skin breakdown so as to timely and
adequately intervene to prevent the worsening of pressure ulcers which led
to below-the-knee amputation on her right leg;

f)

	

Failure to provide care, treatment, and medication to Elizabeth Allen in
accordance with physician's orders;

Failure to properly and timely notify Elizabeth Allen ' s attending physician
of significant changes in Elizabeth Allen's physical condition;

h)

	

Failure to adequately and appropriately monitor Elizabeth Allen and
recognize significant changes in her health status;

Failure to provide treatment for persistent, unresolved problems relating to
the care and physical condition of Elizabeth Allen, resulting in her
unnecessary pain, agony and suffering;

j) Failure to provide timely and adequate nursing intervention to alleviate
pain and suffering endured by Elizabeth Allen; and

k) Failure to transfer Elizabeth Allen to a hospital when she developed
symptoms, conditions, and illnesses beyond treatment capabilities o r the
nursing home.
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42) A reasonably prudent nursing home, operating under the same or similar

conditions, would not have failed to provide the care listed in the above complaint. Each oC the

foregoing acts of negligence on the part of Beverly Defendants was a proximate cause of

Elizabeth Allen's injuries. Elizabeth Allen's injuries were all foreseeable to Beverly Defendants.

43)

	

Beverly Defendants' conduct in breaching the duties they owed to Elizabeth Allen

was negligent, grossly negligent, willful, wanton, malicious, reckless and/or intentional.

44)

	

The injuries hereinafter described are a direct and proximate result of the acts or

omissions set forth above, singularly or, in combination.

45)

	

Plaintiff seeks compensatory and punitive damages in an amount to be determined

by the jury, plus costs and any other relief to which Plaintiff is entitled by law.

VIOLATION OF
TENNESSEE ADULT PROTECTION ACT

46)	The Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates the allegations in paragraphs 1-45 as if

fully set forth herein.

47) At all times during Elizabeth Allen's admission at Allenbrooke Nursing and

Rehabilitation Center, Elizabeth Allen was an "elderly person" and/or "disabled person" as

defined by the Tennessee Adult Protection Act, T.C.A. § 71-6-101 et seq. (TAPA). The acts or

omissions of Beverly Defendants as set forth above occurred in a facility or were committed by

staff of a facility licensed or required to be licensed under T,C.A. 68 or 33.

48)

	

Accordingly, Elizabeth Allen was a member of the class that TAPA is intended to

protect.

49) The acts or omissions of Beverly Defendants as set forth above constitute "abuse

or neglect" as defined by `PAPA. Accordingly, the injuries suffered by Elizabeth Allen are of the

type that TAPA was designed to prevent.
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50) As a direct and proximate result of the acts and omissions of Beverly Defendants

as set forth above, Elizabeth Allen suffered mental anguish, physical suffering and physical

injuries including, but not limited to, those described herein. As a further direct and proximate

result of Beverly Defendants' conduct, Elizabeth Allen required medical attention, thereby

incurring medical expenses, and below-the-knee amputation of her right leg. Beverly

Defendants' violation of TAPA was a proximate cause of Elizabeth Allen's injuries.

51) The acts of Beverly Defendants constituting abuse or neglect as defined by

TAPA, and causing damages to Elizabeth Allen, as heretofore described, entitle' Plaintiff to

recover against Beverly Defendants both compensatory and punitive damages in an amount to be

determined by the jury, attorneys fees pursuant to TAPA, plus costs and any other relief to which

Plaintiff is entitled by law.

BREACH OF CONTRACTUAL DUTIES OWED TO
MS. ALLEN AS A THIRD PARTY BENEFICIARY OF BEVERLY

DEFENDANTS CORPORATE	 INTEGRITY AGREEMENT

52)

	

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates the allegations in paragraphs 1-51 as if fully

set north herein.

53) At all times relevant hereto, a valid contract, created upon sufficient

consideration, existed between Beverly Enterprises, Inc, and the Office of Inspector General of

the United States Department of Health and Human Services. (A copy of this contract is

attached hereto as Exhibit A.)

54)

	

The intent of the contract was to operate for the benefit of the residents of

Allenbrooke Nursing and Rehabilitation Center.
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55) As a resident of Allenbrooke, Ms. Allen was a third party beneficiary of the

contract between Beverly Defendants and the Office of Inspector General of the United States

Department of Health and Human Services.

56) By terms of such contract, Beverly Enterprises, Inc. expressly agreed or warranted

to comply with all Federal statutes, regulations, and guidelines applicable to Allenbrooke, as well

as Beverly Defendants' own policies and procedures, for the welfare and protection of nursing

home residents.

57) As described above by the aforementioned acts, omissions, failures, and

substandard care, Beverly Enterprises, Inc. breached the terms of the foregoing warranty and/or

contract and, as a result, Ms. Allen was caused to suffer extreme pain and suffering, including,

among other things, below the knee amputation of her right leg, the development of pressure

sores, disfigurement, unnecessary medical treatments, malnutrition, dehydration, and numerous

infections.

58)

	

Plaintiff seeks compensatory in an amount to be determined by the jury, plus costs

and any other relief to which Plaintiff is entitled by law.

DAMAGES

59)	Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates the allegations in Paragraphs 1-58 as if fully

set forth herein,

60) As a direct and proximate result of the negligence of Beverly Defendants as set

out above, Elizabeth Allen suffered injuries including, but not limited to, pressure ulcers,

malnutrition, dehydration, weight loss, infections, below-the-knee amputation of her right leg,

and also suffered extreme pain, suffering, and mental anguish, As a result, Elizabeth Allen
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incurred significant medical expenses, and suffered disfigurement, embarrassment, and extreme

physical impairment.

61) Plaintiff seeks punitive and compensatory damages against Beverly Defendants in

an amount to be determined by the jury, plus costs and all other relief to which Plaintiff is

entitled by law.

CAUSES OF ACTION AGAINST AURORA DEFENDANTS

NEGLIGENCE

62)

	

The Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates the allegations in paragraphs 1-61 as if

fully set forth herein.

63)

	

Aurora Defendants owed a duty to their residents, including Elizabeth Allen, to

provide care, treatment, and services within accepted standards of care of nursing homes.

64) Aurora Defendants owed a duty to their residents, including Elizabeth Allen, to

hire, train, and supervise employees to deliver care and services to residents in a safe and

beneficial manner.

65) Aurora Defendants breached the duty owed to their residents, including Elizabeth

Allen, and were negligent in their care and treatment of Elizabeth Allen, through their acts or

omissions, which include, but are not limited to, the following:

a) Failure to adequately assess, evaluate, and supervise nursing personnel so
as to ensure that Elizabeth Allen received appropriate nursing care, in
accordance with Aurora Defendants' policies and procedures and
corresponding regulations implemented expressly pursuant thereto by the
Tennessee Department of Health and its agents, including the Division of
Health Care Facilities;

Failure to provide Elizabeth Allen with basic and necessary care and
supervision;

Failure to protect Elizabeth Allen from abuse and neglect;
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d)

	

Failure to treat Elizabeth Allen with kindness and respect;

c)

	

Failure to properly notify the family of Elizabeth Allen' of significant
changes in her health status;

Failure to adequately hire, train, supervise and retain a sufficient amount
of competent and qualified registered nurses, licensed vocational nurses,
nurse assistants and other personnel in said facility to assure that Elizabeth
Allen received care, treatment, and services in accordance with State and
Federal law;

g) Failure of high managerial agents and corporate officers to adequately
hire, train, supervise, and retain the administrator and director of nurses so
as to assure that Elizabeth Allen received care in accordance with the
Defendants' policy and procedure manual and State and Federal law;

h) Failure to provide a safe environment for Elizabeth Allen;

i) Failure to keep Elizabeth Allen clean, comfortable and well-groomed; and

.{) Making false, misleading and deceptive representations as to the quality of
care, treatment and services provided by Aurora Defendants to their
residents, including Elizabeth Allen,

k) The failure to adopt adequate guidelines, policies, and procedures for
documenting, maintaining files, investigating, and responding to any
complaint regarding the quantity of resident care, the quality of patient or
resident care, or misconduct by Aurora Defendants' employees,
irrespective of whether such complaint derived from a state or federal
survey agency, a resident of said facilities, an employee of said facilities
or any interested person;

1)

	

The failure to increase the number of nursing personnel at Allenhrooke
Nursing and Rehabilitation Center to ensure that Elizabeth Allen:

1. received timely and accurate care assessments;

2. received prescribed treatment, medication,' and diet;

3. received necessary supervision; and,

4. received timely nursing and medical intervention due to a significant
change in condition.

in)

	

The failure to provide nursing personnel sufficient in number to provide
proper treatment and assessment to Elizabeth Allen and other residents, to
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protect Elizabeth Allen's skin integrity and to prevent the worsening of
pressure ulcers on her body;

n) The failure to provide nursing personnel sufficient in number to ensure
that Elizabeth Allen attained and maintained her highest level of physical,
mental and psychosocial well being;

o) The failure to provide adequate supervision to the nursing staff so as to

ensure that. Elizabeth Allen received adequate and proper medications to
prevent infection, and sufficient nursing observation and examination of
the responses, symptoms, and progress in the physical condition of
Elizabeth Allen;

p) The failure to provide adequate supervision to the nursing staff so as to
ensure that Elizabeth Allen received adequate and proper nutrition, fluids,
therapeutic diet, sanitary care treatments, and skin care to prevent
infection, and sufficient nursing observation and examination of the
responses, symptoms, and progress in the physical condition of Elizabeth
Allen;

q)

	

The failure to provide a nursing staff that was properly staffed, qualified,
and trained;

r) The failure to maintain medical records on Elizabeth Allen in accordance
with accepted professional standards and practices that are complete,
accurately documented, readily accessible, and systematically organized
with respect to:

1, the diagnosis of Elizabeth Allen;

2. the treatment of Elizabeth Allen; and

3. the assessment and establishment of appropriate care plans of care and
treatment for Elizabeth Allen;

s)

	

The failure by the members of the governing body of the facility to
discharge its legal and lawful obligation by:

1. ensuring that the rules and regulations designed to protect the health and
safety of the residents, such as Elizabeth Allen, as promulgated by the
Tennessee Legislature in the Tennessee Nursing Home Residents Rights
Act, and corresponding regulations implemented expressly pursuant
thereto by the Tennessee Department of Health and its agents, including
the Division of Health Care Facilities, were consistently complied with

on an ongoing basis.
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2. ensuring that the resident care policies for the facility were consistently
complied with on an ongoing basis; and,

3. responsibly ensuring that appropriate corrective measures were
implemented to correct problems concerning inadequate resident care;
and,

t)

	

The failure to take reasonable steps to prevent, eliminate, and correct
deficiencies and problems in resident care,

66)

	

The injuries hereinafter described are a direct and proximate result of the acts or

omissions set forth above, singularly or in combination.

67) At all times during Elizabeth Allen's residency with Aurora Defendants' facility,

she was a "resident" pursuant to T.C.A. § 68-11-901, et seq., the Tennessee Nursing Home

Residents' Rights Act, and the corresponding regulations implemented expressly pursuant

thereto by the Tennessee Department of Health and its agent, including the Division of Health

Care Facilities (TNHRA), namely the Nursing Home Rules and Regulations § 1200-8-6, et seq.

The particular violations include, but are not limited to, violations of T.C.A. § 68-11-901 (15),

(16), (21), and (24), Accordingly, Elizabeth Allen was a member of the class that TNHRA is

intended to protect.

68) Elizabeth Allen was injured as described herein as a direct result of the acts or

omissions of Aurora Defendants as set forth above, which constitute a violation of TNHRA and

are negligence per se. Accordingly, the injuries suffered by Elizabeth Allen are of the type that

TNHRA was designed to prevent.

69)

	

Plaintiff seeks compensatory and punitive damages in an amount to be determined

by the jury, plus costs and all other relief to which Plaintiff is entitled by law.
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GROSS NEGLIGENCE. 'WILLFUL, WANTON t
RECKLESS. MALICIOUS AND/OR INTENTIONAL CONDUCT

70)	Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates the allegations in paragraphs 1-69 as if fully

set forth herein,

71) The longevity, scope and severity of Aurora Defendants' failures and actions and

their consciously indifferent actions with regard to the welfare and safety of helpless residents

such as Elizabeth Allen constitute gross negligence, willful, wanton, reckless, malicious and/or

intentional misconduct as such terms are understood in law.

72) Such conduct was undertaken by Aurora Defendants without regard to the health

and safety consequences to those residents, such as Elizabeth Allen, entrusted to their care.

Moreover, such conduct evidences such little regard for their duties of care, good faith, and

fidelity owed to Elizabeth Allen as to raise a reasonable belief that the acts and omissions set

forth above are the result of conscious indifference to Elizabeth Allen's rights and welfare.

73)

	

Plaintiff seeks compensatory and punitive damages in an amount to be determined

by the jury, plus costs and any other relief to which Plaintiff is entitled by law.

NEGLIGENCE PURSUANT TO THE TENNESSEE MEDICAL
MALPRACTICE ACT, TENN.CODE ANN.$29-26-115,ETSECS.

74)	Plaintiff hereby re-alleges and incorporate the allegations in paragraphs 1-73 as if

fully set forth herein.

75) Aurora Defendants owed a duty to residents, including Elizabeth Allen, to render

care and services as a reasonably prudent and similarly situated nursing home would render,

including but not limited to rendering care and services in a safe and beneficial manner.

76)

	

Aurora Defendants owed a duty to assist all residents, including Elizabeth Allen,

in attaining and maintaining the highest level of physical, mental, and psychosocial well-being.
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77) Aurora Defendants failed to meet the standard of care and violated their duty of

care to Elizabeth Allen through mistreatment, abuse and neglect. The medical negligence of

Defendants includes, but is not limited to, the following acts and omissions:

a) Failure to provide and ensure adequate nursing care plans, including
necessary revisions, based on the needs of Elizabeth Allen;

b) Failure to implement and ensure that an adequate nursing care plan for
Elizabeth Allen was followed by nursing personnel;

c) Failure to provide adequate therapy and exercise for Elizabeth Allen;

d) Failure to provide timely medical intervention to Elizabeth Allen;

e) Failure to provide Elizabeth Allen with adequate and appropriate
observation and examination for skin breakdown so as to timely and
adequately intervene to prevent the worsening of pressure ulcers which led
to below-the-knee amputation on her right kg;

Failure to provide care, treatment, and medication to Elizabeth Allen in
accordance with physician's orders;

Failure to properly and timely notify Elizabeth Allen's attending physician
of significant changes in Elizabeth Alien's physical condition;

h) Failure to adequately assess, monitor and treat Elizabeth Allen for the
signs and symptoms of infection;

i) Failure to adequately and appropriately monitor Elizabeth Allen and
recognize significant changes in her health status;

.1) Failure to provide treatment for persistent, unresolved problems relating to
the care and physical condition of Elizabeth Allen, resulting in her
unnecessary pain, agony and suffering;

k)

	

Failure to ensure that Elizabeth Allen received adequate assessment of her
nutritional needs;

1)

	

Failure to provide timely and adequate nursing intervention to alleviate
pain and suffering endured by Elizabeth Allen; and

m) Failure to transfer Elizabeth Allen to a hospital when she developed
symptoms, conditions, and illnesses beyond treatment capabilities of the
nursing home.

I)

g)
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78) A reasonably prudent nursing home, operating under the same or similar

conditions, would not have failed to provide the care listed in the above complaint. F.ach of the

foregoing acts of negligence on the part of Aurora Defendants was a proximate cause of

Elizabeth Allen's injuries. Elizabeth Allen's injuries were all foreseeable to Aurora Defendants.

79)

	

Defendants' conduct in breaching the duties they owed to Elizabeth Allen was

negligent, grossly negligent, willful, wanton, malicious, reckless and/or intentional.

80)

	

The injuries hereinafter described are a direct and proximate result of the acts or

omissions set forth above, singularly or in combination.

81)

	

Plaintiff seeks compensatory and punitive damages in an amount to be determined

by the jury, plus costs and any other relief to which Plaintiff is entitled by law.

VIOLATION OF
TENNESSEE ADULT PROTECTION ACT

82)	The Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates the allegations in paragraphs 1-81 as if

fully set forth herein.

83) At all times during Elizabeth Allen's admission at Allenbrooke Nursing and

Rehabilitation Center, Elizabeth Allen was an "elderly person" and/or "disabled person" as

defined by the Tennessee Adult Protection Act, T.C.A. § 71-6-101 et seq. (FAPA), The acts or

omissions of Aurora Defendants as set forth above occurred in a facility or were committed by

staff of a facility licensed or required to be licensed under T.C.A. 68 or 33.

84)

	

Accordingly, Elizabeth Allen was a member of the class that TPA is intended to

protect.
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85) The acts or omissions of Aurora Defendants as set forth above constitute "abuse

or neglect" as defined by TAPA. Accordingly, the injuries suffered by Elizabeth Allen are of the

type that TAPA was designed to prevent.

86) As a direct and proximate result of the acts and omissions of Aurora Defendants

as set forth above, Elizabeth Allen suffered mental anguish, physical suffering and physical

injuries including, but not limited to, those described herein. As a further direct and proximate

result of Aurora Defendants' conduct, Elizabeth Allen required medical attention, thereby

incurring medical expenses, and below-the-knee amputation of her right leg. Aurora

Defendants' violation of TAPA was a proximate cause of Elizabeth Allen's injuries.

87) The acts of Aurora Defendants constituting abuse or neglect as defined by TAPA,

and causing damages to Elizabeth Allen, as heretofore described, entitle Plaintiff to recover

against Aurora Defendants both compensatory and punitive damages in an amount to be

determined by the jury, attorneys fees pursuant to TAPA, plus costs and any other relief to which

Plaintiff is entitled by law.

DAMAGES

88)	Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates the allegations in Paragraphs 1-87 as if fully

set forth herein.

89) Asa direct and proximate result of the negligence of Defendants as set out above,

Elizabeth Allen suffered injuries including, but not limited to, pressure ulcers, malnutrition,

dehydration, weight loss, infections, below-the-knee amputation of her right leg, and also

suffered extreme pain, suffering, and mental anguish. As a result, Elizabeth Allen incurred

significant medical expenses, and suffered disfigurement, embarrassment, and extreme physical

impairment.
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90) Plaintiff seeks punitive and compensatory damages against Defendants in an

amount to be determined by the jury, plus costs and all other relief to which Plaintiff is entitled

by law.

COST BOND

91) Plaintiff as Principal, and Wilkes & McHugh, PA., as Surety, is held and firmly

bound unto the Circuit Court of Shelby County, Tennessee for the payment of $1,000.00 Surety

costs against the principal as mandated at Tenn. Code Ann, § 20-12-120 et seq. Payment is

made by Surety on behalf of Principal in the amount of $1,000.00 at the time of the filing of this

action.

TRIAL BY JURY RE^I UEg

92)	Pursuant to Tennessee Rules of Civil Procedure, Plaintiff demands that all issues

of fact in this case be tried to a jury.

PRAYER

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment against Defendants, as follows:

1) For damages to be determined by the jury, in an amount exceeding the minimum

jurisdictional amount of this Court, and adequate to compensate Plaintiff for all the injuries and

damage sustained;

2)

	

For all general and special damages caused by the alleged conduct of Defendants;

3)

	

For the costs of litigating this case;

4)

	

For punitive damages sufficient to punish Defendants for their egregious conduct

and to deter Defendants and others from repeating such atrocities; and

5)

	

For all other relief to which Plaintiff is entitled by Tennessee law.
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Respectfully submitted,

WILKES & McIiUGH, P.A.
425 West Capitol Avenue, Suite 3500
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201
(501) 371-9903
(501) 371-9905 Facsimile

By: 6%i .	 /11	
Cameron C. Jehl PR #018729)

CEI0IFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a copy of the above and foregoing instrument has been served upon
the following individuals via U.S. Mail with sufficient postage thereon to ensure delivery on this
26th day of September, 2005:

Rebecca Adelman, Esq.
The Law and Mediation Offices of Rebecca Adelman
545 S. Main Street, Suite 111
Memphis, Tennessee 38103
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lg Yes 0 No

(See instructions): JUDGE Jon P. McCalla

	

DOCKET NUMBER 2:06-cv-02833 JPM-cgc

?'t VIE

'' .`73/02/2010
)R OFFICE USE ONLY

.....ECEIPT #

	

AMOUNT

	

APPLYING IFP

	

JUDGE

	

MAG. JUDGE

".'''". CAUSE OF ACTION

1: REQUESTED IN

COMPLAINT:

VIII. RELATED CASE(S)

IF ANY

SIGNATURE OF ATTORNEY OF RECORD

/s/ Frank L. Watson, III
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR ATTORNEYS COMPLETING CIVIL COVER SHEET FORM JS 44

Authority For Civil Cover Sheet

The JS 44 civil cover sheet and the information contained herein neither replaces nor supplements the filings and service of pleading or other papers as required
'law, except as provided by local rules of court. This form, approved by the Judicial Conference of the United States in September 1974, is required for the use
ae Clerk of Court for the purpose of initiating the civil docket sheet. Consequently, a civil cover sheet is submitted to the Clerk of Court for each civil complaint
;d. The attorney filing a case should complete the form as follows:

(a)Plaintiffs-Defendants. Enter names (last, first, middle initial) of plaintiff and defendant. If the plaintiff or defendant is a government agency, use only
full name or standard abbreviations. If the plaintiff or defendant is an official within a government agency, identify first the agency and then the official, giving

:'.th name and title.

(b)County of Residence. For each civil case filed, except U.S. plaintiff cases, enter the name of the county where the first listed plaintiff resides at the time
filing. In U.S. plaintiff cases, enter the name of the county in which the first listed defendant resides at the time of filing. (NOTE: In land condenmation cases,
county of residence of the "defendant" is the location of the tract of land involved.)

(c)Attorneys. Enter the firm name, address, telephone number, and attorney of record. If there are several attorneys, list them on an attachment, noting
thus section "(see attachment)".

Jurisdiction. The basis of jurisdiction is set forth under Rule 8(a), F.R.C.P., which requires that jurisdictions be shown in pleadings. Place an "X" in one
the boxes. If there is more than one basis of jurisdiction, precedence is given in the order shown below.

ited States plaintiff. (1) Jurisdiction based on 28 U.S.C. 1345 and 1348. Suits by agencies and officers of the United States are included here.

:,rited States defendant. (2) When the plaintiff is suing the United States, its officers or agencies, place an "X" in this box.

leral question. (3) This refers to suits under 28 U.S.C. 1331, where jurisdiction arises under the Constitution of the United States, an amendment to the
ostitution, an act of Congress or a treaty of the United States. In cases where the U.S. is a party, the U.S. plaintiff or defendant code takes precedence, and box

2 should be marked.

ftersity of citizenship. (4) This refers to suits under 28 U.S.C. 1332, where parties are citizens of different states. When Box 4 is checked, the citizenship of the
''.''rent parties must be checked. (See Section III below; federal question actions take precedence over diversity cases.)

Residence (citizenship) of Principal Parties. This section of the JS 44 is to be completed if diversity of citizenship was indicated above. Mark this section
each principal party.

Nature of Suit. Place an "X" in the appropriate box. If the nature of suit cannot be determined, be sure the cause of action, in Section VI below, is sufficient
enable the deputy clerk or the statistical clerks in the Administrative Office to determine the nature of suit. If the cause fits more than one nature of suit, select
most definitive.

Origin. Place an "X" in one of the seven boxes.

:iginal Proceedings. (1) Cases which originate in the United States district courts.

moved from State Court. (2) Proceedings initiated in state courts may be removed to the district courts under Title 28 U.S.C., Section 1441. When the petition
removal is granted, check this box.

°;..manded from Appellate Court. (3) Check this box for cases remanded to the district court for further action. Use the date of remand as the filing date.

instated or Reopened. (4) Check this box for cases reinstated or reopened in the district court. Use the reopening date as the filing date.

,..nsferred from Another District. (5) For cases transferred under Title 28 U.S.C. Section 1404(a). Do not use this for within district transfers or multidistrict
gation transfers.

ltidistrict Litigation. (6) Check this box when a multidistrict case is transferred into the district under authority of Title 28 U.S.C. Section 1407. When this box
'hecked, do not check (5) above.

<' Neal to District Judge from Magistrate Judgment. (7) Check this box for an appeal from a magistrate judge's decision.

Cause of Action. Report the civil statute directly related to the cause of action and give a brief description of the cause. Do not cite jurisdictional statutes
<ess diversity.

	

Example:

	

U.S. Civil Statute: 47 USC 553
Brief Description: Unauthorized reception of cable service

Requested in Complaint. Class Action. Place an "X" in this box if you are filing a class action under Rule 23, F.R.Cv.P.

mand. In this space enter the dollar amount (in thousands of dollars) being demanded or indicate other demand such as a preliminary injunction.

"y Demand. Check the appropriate box to indicate whether or not a jury is being demanded.

7Related Cases. This section of the JS 44 is used to reference related pending cases if any. If there are related pending cases, insert the docket numbers
d the corresponding judge names for such cases.

te and Attorney Signature. Date and sign the civil cover sheet.
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